Introduction
Ask for a programmer and an artist what is the Holy Grail of computer graphics and you may hear completely different answers. It is part of the competence of computers to strive for reproducing reality, to mimic it bit by bit, photon by photon. It is in the core of graphics to go beyond and expand our experience of the reality with the creative input of the artist.
In this project we are trying to combine both views of the field of computer graphics expanding the possibilities of photo-realistic rendering of synthetic elements combined with a captured environment. Our work is focused on (but not exclusive to) full panorama renders. The novelty of our method is the use of light-depth maps to increase the accuracy in the rendering process, as presented in our previous work [Felinto et al. 2012 ].
Panorama images have been extensively used in the past. As a final representation of a set, a background plate, as reflection maps, as environment light maps or even to support the modeling of the environment geometry. However, panoramas with the light field representation when combined with the scene geometry can achieve rendering calculations not yet explored. Those particular sets of panoramas are here called light-depth maps. The intent of this project is to show how they can produce more accurate photorealistic rendering of shadows, light and reflections for synthetic elements inserted in a captured scene than its current alternatives.
The relevance of this project is reinforced by the growing demand for panorama content production. This is in part due to the modernization of old planetariums into digital fulldome projection systems, the existence of panorama capturing devices such as Gigapan and LadyBug and new gyroscope friendly consumer devices and applications such as Google Street View, and the soon to be released Nintendo Wii U Panorama View.
Additionally, panoramas can be used for traditional film-making aimed at conventional displays. light-depth maps can be built in affordable ways and increase the quality of the augmented reality rendering productions.
Light-Depth Map
Devebec's pioneer work on Image Based Lighting (IBL) proved that the lighting of an environment can be captured and reconstructed to support the rendering of synthetic elements into an original captured plate, [Debevec 1998 ].
The motivation of our work comes from the limitations of traditional IBL methods which represent the environment lighting as a directional map of light intensities. For outdoor scenes, where the main light source is distant (i.e., the Sun) this produces consistent results for lighting. For reflections the light-maps produce an amount of accuracy that fades with the distance to the capture source position (originally obtained by photographing a mirrorball in the position where most reflexive objects are).
For internal scenes, the light bouncing between the elements of the scene are very important to the calculation of the light field for the rendering. With the light-depth map of the scene the lights can be calculated as point lights, allowing for a free positioning of the synthetic elements in the scene.
The environment depth serves for multiple purposes in our pipeline: (a) In the rendering stage, it is used to compute the light position in world space for the reflection rays; (b) The scene depth needs to be calculated and stored with the HDR required by the renderer to resolve visibility tests and shadows; (c) Part of the modeled environment acts as support surfaces for rendering shadows and reflections coming from the synthetic elements; (d) Modeled elements can be transformed while keeping their reference to how they map to the original environment to produce effects such environment deformation and conformation to the synthetics elements.
A light-depth map can be constructed from an HDR environment map by adding the depth channel. The depth channel can be obtained by a special render from the reconstructed environment meshes, by 3d scanning the environment or other techniques. The production framework proposed in [Felinto et al. 2012 ] allows us to construct the light-depth map from the captured HDR light map using the modeled reconstruction of the scene ( fig. 1) . The production and rendering frameworks were both developed on top of open source tools freely available in the Internet.
